
• Provide a streamlined member experience:
Handheld temperature devices make members feel like they

are at the doctor’s office, rather than a premium private club.

Cobalt Access devices provide a sleek interface that reflects

well on your club and matches the sophisticated tone your

members have come to expect.

• Enforce safety policies: The facial scanning ability of

the Cobalt Access scanners turn the indicator green when a 

member’s temperature is clear to enter, and red when their 

temperature is outside the specified range. The facial recogni-

tion functionality also determines whether members are wearing 

masks, making it easier and less awkward for club staff to  

enforce mask wearing policies.  

• Remain socially distant: Members can self-serve at the

temperature checkpoint, removing the need for staff to enter

members’ personal space. This helps enforce safety protocols

for the benefit of both members and staff.

• Ensure return on investment: More than just

thermometers, the Cobalt Access devices are also facial

recognition devices. Recognizing individuals allows the devices

to determine access rights to buildings or serve as an employee

time clock. This extends their lifespan beyond the pandemic

and ensures your club can use them for years to come.

    
• A sleek digital interface for safety monitoring and enforcement

• LED-lighted stands for freestanding and simple installation

• Modern technology to coordinate with sophisticated
design environments

• Temperature checks at a distance

• Notification when temperatures are out of range

• Notification when members are not wearing masks

• Multi-use applications for long term return on investment

• The ability to recognize employees by their faces, even when
wearing masks

Temperature Checking 
Facial Scanners

How can you turn a routine temperature check into a sophisticated digital amenity? By replacing com-
monplace handheld forehead thermometers with streamlined screens. Modern safety scanning devices 
resemble familiar tablet technology, while allowing for socially distanced temperature monitoring and 
facial recognition scanning. Members are impressed with the elegance of experience and feel greater 
peace of mind while enjoying the club facilities. 

Safety as a Digital Amenity
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COBALT SOFTWARE

Modernizing Club Management
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Cobalt Access is a digital amenity powered by Cobalt Soft-

ware. Other suites offered include Cobalt Engage, a digital 
engagement platform including club website, member app, 
and marketing tools, Cobalt Gather, management solutions 
for in-person club events and amenities such as golf, spa and 
tennis, and Cobalt Core for back of house operations such 
as membership and accounting. All solutions are natively 
integrated with one another and can be acquired as a full 
platform or purchased as standalone solutions.

Cobalt Access Provides:


